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The PalletPal Pallet Rotator is designed to invert full pallet loads of just about anything.  Whether the 
requirement is the replacement of damaged pallets, transfer entire loads to or from slip sheets, re-stack to 
purge damaged goods from a load, or to simply transfer to other styles of pallets (i.e., sanitized to 
transport or vice-versa) the PalletPal Pallet Rotator is the best choice in the industry. 
 
This industrial class machine was designed from the ground up to clamp loads up to 48” x 48” x 72” high 
weighing up to 4,400 lbs and hold them with forces up to 6,000 lb.  The PalletPal Pallet Rotator has a 
unique hydraulic rotator mechanism that produces smooth action throughout the 180 degree rotation and 
will provide years of dependable, trouble free service (this a weak point on most competitor’s models). 
 
 
 Hydraulic rotator>>>>     Most competitor’s models use rack and pinion, 

which is subject to high wear.  Southworth uses a 
hi-cycle rated, double acting cylinder that operates 
at low pressure. This reduces stress on the rotation 
mechanism and greatly extends the service life. 

 
 Center justified clamp >>>>    Both clamping platens move together toward the  

center, which is the least disruptive to the palletized 
load and assures even clamping – a must for 
retaining the load without damage. 

 
 Clamping pressures up to 6,000 lbs.   Clamping pressure is adjustable with the turn of a 

of force >>>> knob giving the operator complete and direct 
control to stabilize the load during the rotation 
cycle. 

       
 
 Robust guides and bearing on the   Ensures even clamping across the entire surface of  

clamping platens >>>> the pallet load which allows reduced load slippage 
with reduced clamping forces. 

    
    

 Low pressure hydraulic system >>>>   Reduces the possibility of system leakage and 
         promotes seal life. 

 
 Fully plumbed, wired & ready to operate >>>> Requires basic connection to a three phase power  

source, all internal wiring is complete.  The 
hydraulics are fully plumbed and the reservoir is 
filled with oil. 

 
 Stanchion mounted controls >>>>    Convenient 4 button pushbutton station prewired  

(no field wiring to install) on a 10’ cord can be 
located where convenient for the operator. 
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